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1 Background: Condoravdi (2002)

Condoravdi (2002) claims that: 

1) Modals are composite temporal and modal operators.
2) There is not tense in the scope of a modal (zero tense perspective 

in intensional contexts).
3) Modals perspective is always given by the utterance time (present 

tense perspective in extensional contexts). 
4) Perfect tense eliminates the need for a past tense operator with 

backshifting properties. 
5) Counterfactuality is the result of a past perspective and a future 

orientation. 
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2 Goals of the presentation

I argue that:

1) Modal verbs and tenses have distinct semantic
contribution

2) There is tense and aspect in the scope of a modal
(inner tense).

3) Temporal perspective is given by outer tense marked
on the modal.

4) Counterfactuality is the result of nonveridicality in
conjunction with a past tense and imperfective aspect.
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3.1 Greek modals: epistemic and 
metaphysical modality

In this section we show that: 

1) Temporal orientation depends on tense in the
embedded predicate and not on lexical aspect (stative
or eventive predicate).

2) Epistemic reading for past can yield also from a past
perspective and a futurate orientation, and not PERF
scoping over the modal. (perfect raising)

3) There are no scopal relations in the interpretations of
modals.

4) Perfect raising is not attainable in Greek modal
constructions.
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3.2 Greek modals: epistemic and 
metaphysical modality

5) Past tense in Greek modals does not guarantee a 
counterfactual reading.

6) Counterfactual reading is the result of a nonveridical 
operator, past and imperfective.

7) Counterfactual reading can also have a present 
perspective. 
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4.1 Greek Grammar

Tense, aspect and modality in Greek

a. milao              (INP) b. milusa           (IP)
talk.impf-1sg.nonpast                             talk.impf-1sg.past
I talk / I am talking                                  I was talking 

I used to talk

c. milisa (PP)   d. miliso (PNP)  
talk.prf-1sg.nonpast                                 talk.prf-1sg.nonpast
I talked                                                     no available in English
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4.2 Greek Grammar

Tense, aspect and modality in Greek

a. bor – i              (INP) b. bor – use           (IP)
can.impf-3sg.nonpast                                     can.impf-3sg.past
can / may / might                                        could / may have / might have

c. prep – i (INP)   d. e – prep – e (IP)  
must.impf-3sg.nonpast                                 past-must.impf-3sg.past
must                                                              must have  
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4.3 Greek Grammar

Aspect in Greek

Premises adopted from Giannakidou (2003; 2009, see references
therein):

a. Perfective: 〚PFT〛= P t e [P (e)  e  t]

b. Imperfective:

GEN = P i GENt [(t  C  t  i); P(t)]
PROG = P i s t [(t  C   t  i )  P (s, t)  s ○ i ]
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4.4 Greek Grammar

Greek modal structure English modal structure 

[ Modal [ CP ]] [ Modal [ VP ]]

[Bori [CP na kerdisi]] [He may [VP win]] 
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5.1 Epistemic reading in Greek

Epistemic reading in Greek

1) a. O     Janis  bori na       kerdisi  (tora/avrio)  
The John  can.impf-3sg.nonpast SUBJ   win.prf-3sg.nonpast 
John might win (now/tomorrow)

b. O     Janis bori na      kerdizi (tora/avrio) 
The John  can.impf-3sg.nonpast SUBJ   win. impf-3sg.nonpast 
John might win / be wining  (now/tomorrow)

c. O     Janis  bori na      kerdise (htes)
The John  can.impf-3sg.nonpast SUBJ   win.prf-3sg.past 
John might have won (yesterday)
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5.2 Epistemic reading in Greek

Epistemic reading for the past in Greek

2) a. O      Janis borouse     na     kerdisi (htes = yesterday)
The  John  can.impf-3sg.past SUBJ  win.prf-3sg.nonpast

/ kerdize                htes           (ke kerdise / ala den kerdise)
win.impf-3sg.past yesterday  (and he did win / but he didn’t)

John may have won (and he did win / but he didn’t)
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5.3 Counterfactual reading in 
Greek

Counterfactual reading in Greek

3) a. O Janis    tha   boruse             na        kerdisi (ala ðen kerðise)
The John prsp can.impf-3sg.past  SUBJ   win.prf-3sg.nonpast  
John might have won (but he hasn’t)

b. O      Janis borouse     na   kerdisi (ala/ke kerðise)
The  John can.impf-3sg.past SUBJ  win.prf-3sg.nonpast
John may have won 
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Interim summary

We showed that: 
1) Past and nonpast tense and aspect is

marked on the modal and on its
embedded predicate.

2) Greek modals embed a propositional
predicate and not a VP.

3) Temporal perspective is given by outer
tense marked on the modal or a
perspectival particle in the structure.
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6.1 The analysis

I present a syntactic and semantic analysis based on
Giannakidou (2009) for Greek tense, and on Kratzer (1981, 1991)
and von Fintel and Heim (2009) for modals.

Assumptions:

1) Greek does not have a present tense but a nonpast, and in main
sentences the present time is also given by particles such as: na
(subjunctive), an (conditional), as (optative) and tha (Now-TP)
(Giannakidou 2009).
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6.2 The analysis

2) Unlike Condoravdi (2002), I assume the following premises:

a. The modal base of a modal does not contain a time argument
(Staraki, in preparation)

b. Tense provides only temporal information and does not affect the
type of modality. (Staraki, in preparation)

3) Tense
a. nonpast tense: 〚nonpast〛= λΡ λt Ρ((t, )) Giannakidou (2009)

b. past tense: 〚past〛g, c if g(t) < n, in which case
〚PAST〛g, c = g(t)
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6.3 The analysis
Modal meaning 
(based on Kratzer 1981, 1991, and von Fintel and Heim 2009)

〚bori P〛w, g   = λR  Ds, st. λP  Ds,t. w W 

[R(w)(w) = 1 & p(w) = 1] 

Modal Base

〚boriMBe P〛w, g = λPs,t. we′  (Bw): P(we′) = 1 
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6.4 The analysis

Epistemic Reading (for the present / future)

1) a. O     Janis bori                              na       kerdisi  (tora/avrio)
The John  can.impf-3sg.nonpast SUBJ  win.prf-3sg.nonpast 
John may win (now / tomorrow)

b. w′ [w′  MBe (w, (t, ))  t [t ○ [n,)  e [run (j, e, w′)  t(e)
(w′) ○ [n,)]]]

Identification Condition: [(t, ) ○ [n,)] 
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6.5 The analysis

Epistemic or Counterfactual Reading ( for the past)

2) a. O     Janis boruse na        kerdisi     (htes / #avrio) 
The John  can.impf-3sg.past SUBJ   win.prf-3sg.nonpast 
John might have won (yesterday / # tomorrow)

b. w′ [w′  MBe (w, [t2 = i < n])  t [t ○ [n,)  e [run (j, e, w′)  t 
(e) (w′) ○ [n,)]]]

Identification Condition: [ t2 = [n,) ] 
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6.6 The analysis

Counterfactual reading

3) a. O     Janis tha   boruse                   na      kerdisi 
The John prsp can.impf-3sg.past SUBJ   win.prf-3sg.nonpast 
(ala den kerdise) 
(but he didn’t) 
John might have won

b. w′ [w′  MBe (w, [n, ))  t [t ○ [n,)  e [run (j, e, w′)  t (e) 
(w′) ○ [n,)]]]

Identification Condition: [ [n, ) ○ [n,)] 
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6.7 The analysis

Counterfactuality as nonveridicality

Based on Giannakidou (1999 and sequel) on 
(non)veridicality, I propose the following: 

〚tha P〛c = 1  ↛ 〚 P 〛ME(x)   = 1
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Conclusion

In this presentation we showed how epistemic and metaphysical
modality is derived using a compositional semantics.

We claim contra Condoravdi (2002) that:

1) Modal verbs and tenses have distinct semantic contribution.
2) There is tense and aspect in the scope of a modal and on the

modal.
3) Modals perspective is given by outer tense marked on the modal

or a perspectival particle.
4) Counterfactuality is the result of nonveridical operator in

conjunction with a past tense and imperfective aspect.
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Wider Implications

1) Modals can be interpreted in situ (contra Jackendoff
1972; Zubizaretta 1982; Picallo 1990; Brennan 1993; Cinque 1999; Butler
2002; Stowell 2004; Hacquard 2006).

2) Counterfactuality is not the result of past tense.
3) Epistemic modality can have a past

perspective.
4) There are not modals for the present and

modals for the past.
5) There are two types of counterfactuality: one

with a present and one with a past perspective.
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Thank you for your attendance.
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